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by NoDa News Staff

135-page report includes alternate routes, cost 
estimates, analysis, and effect to NoDa’s properties:

http://charmeck.org/city/charlotte/Trans-
portation/PlansProjects/Pages/ACW%20

RR-RelocationStudy-09-01-2015.aspx

Proposed new allignment of rails and streets

Concept for rails-to-trails conversion

Many cities have pedestrian “highways” like this

AC&W Railroad Track
May Be Relocated We all know that the main railroad line through NoDa will soon 

be the route of the LYNX Blue Line Extension light rail. But 
what about the single track that branches from the former 
intermodal train yard, passes Brooks’ and Dog Bar diagonal 
through NoDa, where it continues over Herrin Avenue, under 
Sugar Creek Road and The Plaza as it continues to Raleigh?

Last month, the NoDa NBA heard a presentation from Char-
Meck Planning Department’s Tim Gibbs about the possible 
relocation of the Aberdeen Carolina & Western railroad line 
in NoDa.

Although you may not see many trains on this track, neighbors 
will confirm that they do pass … mostly at night at very low 
and rumbling speeds. Considering that the train legally must 
sound the horn at every crossing, the late night noise through 
NoDa is hard to miss by those who live near the track.

The NoDa Vision 2030 Plan was published on January 1, 2010, 
after several years of community input and activism toward 
future development. This plan first identified the potential for 
a Rails-to-Trails conversion of the AC&W Railroad line. Char-
Meck Planning Department took the idea and has continued to 
push for it as a reality.

Six years later, Mr. Gibbs updated us on the process. The most 
significant progress is that NC Department of Transportation 
(as well as NC Railroad and other related departments) are in 
agreement that this is a worthwhile endeavor for NoDa. We 
have graduated from pipe-dream to probability. The hurdle 
now is to secure funding.

This is a much bigger project than just abandoning an intru-
sive railroad track. The railroad will still be used, but Mr. Gibbs 
showed the preferred re-alignment through the northern 
warehouse district of NoDa between Anderson Street and 
Sugar Creek Road. Most of the warehouses in this area are 
1960s brick buildings. Only about half are leased to businesses. 
This preferred re-alignment would swoop a new track across 
the warehouse district—from the corner of NoDa near Sugar 
Creek and The Plaza joining the NCRR Mainline at the closed 
Craighead Road. Confused? Take a look at the map.

And that’s not all, folks! The warehouse district’s roads will all 
need to be reworked too. The preferred plan calls for North Da-
vidson Street to be rebuilt from its current alignment beside 
Inland Seafood, and to take over the alignment of Atmore 
Street where it would get a new intersection and stoplight at 
Sugar Creek Road. In this plan, Card Street, which now ser-
vices the Renaissance condos, would extend into the newly 
aligned Davidson Street. Essex Street and Herrin Avenue 
would also be opening or making new connections.

Many of Char-Meck’s plans reflect NoDa’s adopted goals from 
the NoDa Vision 2030 Plan: NoDa’s streets are best when used 
as a connected and open network for pedestrians, cars, and 
comfortable residence. Roads should be connected and scaled 
to disperse traffic rather than funneling to a single over-used 
artery. There should be protected pedestrian pathways con-
sisting of sidewalks that lead to trails and paths for pedestrian 
use. Imagine being able to walk or bike the length of NoDa on a 
protected pedestrian trail along the former AC&W Railroad 
line. You could even honk your horn and spew diesel fumes if 
you really like.

So what’s next? Mr. Gibbs wants us to know that there is cur-
rently no funding for this project. It was submitted as a rail 
project in October of 2010 but denied. In the six years since, it 
has developed into an infrastructure and quality-of-life project 
as well. The tide change happened when the LYNX BLE began 
construction and related bond money was earmarked for im-
provements all along the extension. Now that this project is af-
fecting more than just the AC&W Railroad, it can be submitted 
to the NCDOT Strategic Planning Office as well as the Mu-
nicipal Transportation Planning Office. In the world of civic 
planning, it is good news for regional planners to be driving 
this project instead of the railroads.
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New Art Rail - by Theron Ross
by Jillian Mueller

Three years ago, blacksmith and NoDa resident Theron Ross approached NoDaRioty with an idea to transform a 
hazardous overpass guardrail into a functional piece of art. The rail on the bridge above Little Sugar Creek was in 
dangerous disrepair. This bridge runs between Charles and Faison Streets, serving as the gateway into NoDa from 
Villa Heights, and was seeing increased traffic due to increased growth in both neighborhoods. Ross proposed a 
solution to this prominent eyesore with an opportunity to “artify” the neighborhood. He offered to build a new rail 
with integrated whimsical sculptures to delight passersby while also ensuring their safety. 

The committee voted unanimously to get behind the project. However, the funding for the project didn’t come until 
two years later when the City of Charlotte Neighborhood & Business Services Department awarded NoDaRioty 
a $21,000 Neighborhood Matching Grant in June 2015. NoDaRioty pledged a match of $4,000 and 160 volun-
teer hours. Andrew Klenk of the The Goodyear House also pledge a match of $500.

Even after receiving funding, there were several more obstacles the group would overcome prior to starting the 
project. The City brought in specialists to ensure that the installation would not have a negative ecological impact 
on the surrounding creek, specifically that it would obstruct runoff from a 100-year flood. The City also repaired the 
existing handrails and worked closely with Ross to ensure that his sculptures would not detract from the safety fea-
tures of the rail. To do this, Ross cleverly designed a metal addition that fit behind the newly repaired rails and held 
all the different sculpture pieces. After a year of environmental testing, design revisions, cross-department meet-
ings, and dozens of emails, the City approved the project on May 10, 2016. Ross and his team began creating the 
sculptures in July 2016 and completed the art rail in the first week of August, spending two days welding outside 
in rainy 90-degree weather. 

This project is representative of Ross’ personal quest to fit as much art as possible into functional spaces. He 
creates approachable conceptual pieces with the intention of connecting with the viewer, believing that even a 
“sprinkle of an idea can move someone.” This work is a prime example of how Ross excels at his mission.

The boldly colored sculptures depict a snapshot of the NoDa neighborhood. A silhouette of a young man walks a 
dog, while a depiction of a pony-tailed young woman across the street rides a bicycle complete with a basket of liv-
ing yellow flowers. Bright metal blossoms and leaves mimic the plant life growing along Little Sugar Creek beneath 
the bridge. A sun, embellished with a pair of shades, rises to greet pedestrians on the east side of the rail, while a 
crescent moon presides on the opposite side of the street. The art rail also encourages pedestrians to directly engage 
with the piece by drawing on the installed blackboard. Ross was thoughtful down to the last detail of the piece, pro-
viding a small birdhouse filled with chalk.

The witty and playful images that adorn the art rail instantly brought smiles to the faces of the 50+ people that 
came out to the official unveiling on August 19, 2016. After the ribbon-cutting ceremony and taking some time 
to explore the art rail, event attendees gathered at Heist Brewery to celebrate with beer and delicious flatbreads. If 
you haven’t had a chance already, take a few minutes to stop by the art rail and enjoy this functional work of art that 
serves as a symbol of our creative and collaborative NoDa community. 
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“I’m going to play every instrument, make an album, and if a live show happens, I’ll call some people.” This is the thought 
process Luke Hill had when forming Animals back in 2012. Sure enough, he did book a show. And then he called some 
people.
 
Luke, Devin, Jeremy and Kevin have been friends and playing together in various bands for over a decade, so they 
were the obvious people to call. “We’re just a bunch of friends, getting together, and playing music,” Luke said.

The show was booked, but they had no lyrics, no vocalist, and no drummer. Devin was burned out and jaded from his 
previous band Paper Tongues, so when the call from Luke came, he grudgingly said he would come listen. In no time, 
he had joined the band, and then wrote all the lyrics in a week. “Until playing with Animals, I hadn’t had fun in a while,” 
Devin admitted. They found Vincent, a drummer who was into what they were doing, and Animals was born. 
 
Like many of the bands featured in NoDa News, Devin and Luke had been in a band together as kids. In fact, Jeremy ran 
the merch table. They met Nicholas Balachandran, Michael Heitmann, and Cody Blackler and formed Paper Tongues. 
On a cross-country tour in their late teens, Nicholas was trying to convince them to tour Germany (his native country). 
Meanwhile, their friend Aswan North had them all meet up in L.A. for a potential record signing with A&M Octone Re-
cords. In a whirlwind of change, a revamped Paper Tongues took shape with Aswan on lead vocals and Devin switched 
to guitar. Meanwhile, Nicholas founded Cannon Hill, a new band with new people, and took them to Germany instead.  

A&M Octone signed the new Paper Tongues, without Luke and Jeremy, who returned to Charlotte and formed 
the band Public Radio. During the interview, it seems to me like this is where the fun part of playing music started 
to wane. Devin hated the management aspect of being signed and touring, and Public Radio never really took off. 
Both bands sort of broke up. (Wikipedia says that the second album for Paper Tongues is in process, since 2013.) 
In their personal lives, adulting happened: marriages, jobs, and children. But their passion for music never died. 

When I asked them to describe Animals’ music, the first response was: “All the songs have meaning, but our intention 
is to have fun. We pull a lot on nostalgia … we’re not out to create a new sound. We want our shows to be a party.” You 
will hear a lot of early 90s influence, maybe even a Foo Fighters cover on their upcoming EP. 

When I asked Devin and Luke if it was by design or happy accident that trying to find their music by search-
ing for Animals was nearly impossible, they both laughed. “We’re not trying to impress anyone. Our Face-
book and Instagram don’t have any content either.” (Devin didn’t even know they had an Instagram account.) 

Their EP will be released … sometime in the future. Their next show is … sometime in the future. They all have families 
and jobs that they’re happy with now. Playing together is something they simply do for fun, and they enjoy sharing 
that fun with others. Jeremy is currently also playing with the Elevation Church band, and Luke is a tour manager for 
Elevation.

Talking 
to Animals

by Erik Schalburg Animals is:
Luke Hill - rhythm guitar

Devin Forbes - vocals
Jeremy Smith - bass

Kevin Smith - lead guitar
Vincent Baynard - drums

Bark, Meow, Cluck and Shop Local
by Betsy Hintzmann

Four Dogs Pet Supplies will be having a fall sale for the month of September. Up to 25% off of 
select beds, jackets, coats, sweaters, backpacks, and summer gear. Stop by and check it out!

We will be at Woofstock 2016 on September 10 from 11 am to 4 pm at Amos’ South End. There 
will be vendors, a silent auction, rescues, and food trucks with proceeds going to Great Dane 
Friends of Ruff Love and Blue Ridge Boxer Rescues. Feel free to bring your furry friends, make 
some bids, and support our local rescues.

We would also like to welcome the newest member to our team, Moses Nester. Moses has a corgi 
named Cora and produces Corgi Avengers artwork which is available in The Animal Gallery 
at Four Dogs. He is a graphic illustrator by trade and has a published a graphic novel called The 
Jekyll Island Chronicles, now available in stores where graphic novels are sold (and on Amazon). 
More info at jekyllislandchronicles.com.

Remember: Bark, Meow, Cluck, and Shop Local.
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Unless you’re brand new to Char-
lotte, chances are you’ve seen 
the prolific work of NoDa pho-
tographer Justin Driscoll. He 
displayed a collection of his sig-

nature photographs at Heist Brewery last month and sold seven pieces before the opening-night 
party ended. Whether he’s capturing newly deceased music venues or long-abandoned hospi-
tals, Justin has a knack for preserving the gritty history of a city now furiously sterilizing itself. Not 
unlike Andy Warhol, he finds the beauty in everyday objects (a rusted PBR can, a broken TV) and 
holds it up for us to see. In Justin’s photos, bronze Panther statues come to life with fierce energy, 
and a decrepit building contrasts vividly against a clear blue sky. He has mastered, several times 
over, the Charlotte pastime of seeking out the perfect view of the uptown skyline.

Justin first got into urban exploration six years ago after feeling burnt out by the career demands 
of professional photography. Urban exploration, or urbex, is the art of documenting rarely-
seen, often dangerous, corners of metropolitan areas. Justin has risked arrest, injury, and death 
trespassing into empty (often condemned) places, all to get the perfect shot. The outcomes justify 

the means – his images are idiosyncratic, visually striking, and historically significant. Haunting 
shadows and pops of color catch the viewer’s eye and don’t let go. Hot pink shoelaces fasten black-
and-white shoes; technicolor graffiti radiates from crumbling bricks.

Artistic wanderlust has taken Justin to destinations around the globe in search of that perfect 
shot, including Europe, China, and Mexico within the last two years alone. (He was in New Or-
leans as I drafted this article.) Justin avoids tourist traps, preferring instead to find the gritty un-
derbelly of every city he visits, just as in Charlotte. He achieves this by hanging out with the lo-
cals, eating street food, or shooting a game of pool. Rather than maintaining the viewpoint of an 
external observer, Justin gets under the skin of these places and reflects them from the inside 
out. Photography and other visual media are ideal ways of illustrating foreign lands because they 
transcend language and cultural barriers.

Justin’s craft is a labor of love he takes very seriously. Each piece he sells is one-of-a-kind and comes 
with its own handwritten story; he never reprints to canvas more than once.

Check out Justin’s work on Instagram (@jdriscollphoto) or at his website (www.justindphotos.com) 
and consider hanging a piece of history in your home.

Pictures of History
by Michelle Kirk
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by Back in the Day Committee

The next NoDa Drinks & Thinks is all about the hits. Everyone has a favorite song 
and an opinion about why the latest pop music is either the fleekest thing ever or a 
perversion of what music is supposed to really be (i.e. just like it was back when you 
were 17). This month NoDa Drinks & Thinks is lucky to have two speakers who have 
spent their careers thinking about how popular music is made and how this shapes 
our experience of it.

Dr. Robin James is Associate Professor of Philosophy at UNC Charlotte and a DJ 
who writes about popular music, race, gender, and sexuality. She’ll show us “how the 
hits work” by examining recent trends in pop songwriting and explaining why peo-
ple like them. While pop songs are traditionally built out of chords and harmonies, 
over the past 40 years the influence of hip-hop, dance music, and digital instru-
ments has changed the way pop songs work. We’ll look at some of the songwriting 
elements contemporary pop takes from dubstep and trap, break them down, and 
consider why these techniques are ones people find meaningful and enjoyable in 
2016.

Ethnomusicologist Dr. Greg Weinstein is Visiting Assistant Professor at David-
son College, and his research focuses on how record producers and engineers work 
with musicians to define their sound. He explains, “The voice is often thought of 
as the most innately human of musical instruments, and yet what we think of as a 
‘natural’ voice is largely the product of the recording studio.” We’ll consider two very 
different examples of vocal production – Miley Cyrus and The Tenor – to show how 
music technologies shape our own relationship to both popular and classical music.

Join us on Thursday, September 29, at 6 pm at the Evening Muse to talk about pop 
music (pop pop pop music, shoobie doobie do wop). This event is free and open to 
the public. For more information contact backintheday@noda.org.

NoDa Resident 
Publishes Online 
Novella: MillVille
by NoDa News Staff

Starting August 16, and continuing every Tuesday and Thursday for five weeks, Charlotte Agenda will be 
publishing NoDa resident and writer Eric Linne’s novella titled MillVille.

MillVille follows the life and times of 23-year-old Maddie Bell, a community college dropout and would-be 
artist who moves from her home in rural Indiana to Charlotte to start a new life. Maddie eventually finds a 
home and work in MillVille, a fictional community in Charlotte which looks and feels a lot like present-day 
NoDa. The story follows her struggles to adapt to her life in a new community while still carrying baggage 
from her earlier life.

Eric explained the inspiration for publishing his new novella online and in serial form: “With the evolution of 
media from print to online content, I began to consider the advantages of partnering with an online media 
source to create new content that followed the time-tested format of serial publishing. Having worked with 
Charlotte Agenda on several community news articles in the past year, I considered this a unique opportunity 
to utilize the growing trend of online publishing to resurrect a somewhat old-school publishing genre: the se-
rialized story. Since Charlotte Agenda is locally focused, it seemed like a perfect place to debut my novella, 
MillVille, set in a fictionalized version of present-day Charlotte.”

“One of my earliest inspirations as a writer was Armistead Maupin, author of the Tales of the City series,” Eric 
told us. Tales of the City is a series of nine novels set primarily in San Francisco in the 1970s. The stories from 
Tales were serialized prior to their novelization, with the first four titles appearing as regular installments in 
the San Francisco Chronicle, and the fifth in the San Francisco Examiner. The NoDa author was reminded of 
the serialization publication format after reading that 2016 marks the 40th anniversary of the debut of Tales 
of the City.

Eric has previously written a young adult novel titled Reversa. He has also written a film screenplay, The Bears 
of Blue River, adapted from a pioneer-era novel of the same name by his favorite childhood author, Charles 
Major. Interestingly, Major published The Blue River Bear Stories in serial format in The Ladies Home Journal 
more than 100 years ago.

While MillVille is entirely a work of fiction, Eric hopes that Charlotte residents and NoDa residents in particu-
lar will recognize the energy, spirit, and sense of place that makes our community a unique and exciting place 
to live and visit.

We hope you will check out MillVille each Tuesday and Thursday at charlotteagenda.com. Information on 
Eric’s other works is available at ericlinne.com.

NoDa Drinks & Thinks
About Pop Music



October 14, 15 & 16
Park Expo Center
800 Briar Creek Rd.
(next to Bojangles’ Coliseum)

Fri.  Noon-6pm 
Sat.  10am-6pm 
Sun.  11am-5pm

“EARLY BUYING” FRI. 10AM-NOON. 
Be the  rst to see and buy amazing works of art! 

100% of proceeds will go to ASC and their 
work to ensure Culture For All.

($25, separate ticket required)

Tickets $15 • Seniors (65+) $12 
Students $7 • Under 14 Free  (sales tax and parking additional)

Top:  “Scherenschnitte “ Cut Paper Sculpture, Lucrezia Bieler.  Above: Ceramic & Mixed Media, Kimmy Cantrell; Mixed Media Portrait,  Aaron Hequembourg; 
Ceramic Sculpture, Su Griggs Allen;  Mixed Media Basket, Jerry Maxey;  Chain Mail Vest & Headband, Elaine Unzicker; Enamel Necklace, Marianne Hunter.  

Tickets and info: charlottecontemporary.com

FASHION SHOWS 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY!

OVER 100 
CONTEMPORARY 
ARTISTS!

The Art, Design & Fashion Event of the Year!

2nd Annual
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Citizens of the Universe
by Stephen Rogers

It was a cold winter in 2007 when I joined the cast of the play Trainspotting. With only a few 
independent film credits and a local commercial under my belt, I had decided to go back to the 
beginning, back to the place that lit that tiny spark in my heart in junior high school: the theatre.

At the time, I was new to the Charlotte theatre scene. I had graduated just a few years earlier from 
UNC Wilmington and wasn’t quite sure of the path I wanted to take next. I did know that it had to 
be in the arts, preferably acting.

I had recently found myself without steady work and took a job with a friend installing lighting in 
clubs and churches. It was there that I met James (Jimmy) Cartee, the brain behind Citizens of 
the Universe (COTU). He was in need of an actor, and I was in need of doing something other than 
hanging lights off of I-beams. So I got the details, a script, and a vote of confidence from Jimmy. I 
was excited and scared all at the same time. I hadn’t done theatre since high school and that was 
over ten years prior. But I faced my fears, put on a coat, and drove to NoDa Studios to meet the 
rest of the cast.

Everyone was friendly and mostly welcoming. We rehearsed for a couple of months and the show 
went up at the World Famous Milestone in January of 2008. The building was freezing. The smell 
of decades-old stale cigarettes and spilled beer still lingered in the air. Stickers adorned the walls, 
support beams, and low ceiling. It was grimy. It was smelly. It was a dive. And it was perfect. The 
stage was already set. There were no backdrops. No fancy curtains to be pulled. Just us actors on 
the realest set on which we’d ever perform. For every fake needle that was used on stage, fifty real 
ones had probably been used in the same place since the Milestone opened its doors back in 
1969. This was no set. This was just life. And we had a chance to experience it.

Little did I know at the time that this was COTU’s first stamp on the theatre scene in Charlotte. In 
a city that often struggles with the arts, COTU was bold enough to bring a new vision to theatre. 
It wasn’t pretty. It was often disorganized. But when it all came together, it was a thing of beauty 
and I wanted more.

I went on to play Tyler Durden in an adaptation of Chuck Palahniuk’s Fight Club which was set in 
an alley in Plaza Midwood near the train tracks. At the time I was cast, I was probably about fifteen 
pounds too heavy, but Jimmy had faith in me. By the time we went up, I was down to 170 pounds. 
The cast and I tussled by the natural light of the setting sun and the headlights of Jimmy’s white 
Jeep Grand Cherokee. Our stage was a parking lot. Our set was the back of a building. Our curtain 
was nothing but shredded black plastic sheeting. Every now and then during the show, we would 
pause to allow the train, passing a mere 30 feet behind us, to blow its horn and catch a glimpse of 
the show. This was guerrilla theatre.

This was what COTU was all about. It was about casting the right man or woman for the role re-
gardless of what history told us about their character. It was about giving new actors a chance to 
get on stage. It was about opening theatre up to new audience. It was about doing a show be-
cause, dammit, we want to do a show! Why paint a backdrop in an auditorium to look like a shitty 
ally, when you can just perform in one?

COTU literally brings the theatre to the people, people who don’t even like theatre. When we per-
formed O’ Brother last July, we did it on a patch of mulch outside the new NorthEnd location of 
NoDa Brewing Company. Sure, plenty of people showed up to watch and support local theatre, 
but we reached so many more who were just there for a pint, flight, or taco from Tin Kitchen. 

COTU breaks new ground by doing shows that your average non-theatre-watching citizen has 
heard of and would be willing to watch. Why deal with the traffic and parking of uptown to watch 
the touring show of CATS when you can grab a beer and watch your favorite movies come to life 
right in front of you?

Some call it fringe theatre, some call it guerrilla, but whatever it is, it’s exactly what cities like 
Charlotte need. Perhaps things aren’t as polished in your typical COTU show as people are used 
to seeing, but does theatre have to be so shiny and perfect? Don’t get me wrong, traveling compa-
nies and well produced shows are still a lot of fun, but they aren’t for everyone. Guerrilla theatre is. 
It’s for those who love to be entertained and don’t want to pay $50 or more to see a show as well 
as for those who enjoy the theatre regularly.

COTU takes risks where other theatre companies play it safe. In a city that is short on stages, Jimmy 
takes to the streets, literally. No building, slab of concrete, or patch of grass is safe in the eyes of 
Cartee. A show can be performed anywhere … and should be. Theatre is no longer an art form 
limited to those who can afford it. It’s for everyone. And anyone can get involved.

As I write this, I am interrupted by an article by Perry Tannenbaum stating that COTU is over. That 
Jimmy is moving on and that the final plays by our fearless Intergalactic Peacekeeper will be 
over before the new year begins. Though Jimmy is moving on, COTU will continue to breathe in 
Charlotte as long as people want to see new shows and as long as people want to explore new 
frontiers in theatre. Guerrilla theatre is necessary. COTU is needed. As the mill houses are leveled to 
make way for larger craftsman style homes, COTU is the edge we all seek. It’s that bit of dirt under 
your fingernail you don’t want to get rid of because it shows that you’ve actually done something 
today. It’s time to roll up our sleeves, get messy and keep COTU around to remind all of us that, 
deep down inside, we all like it a little dirty.
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above: Citizens of the Universe “Gonzo! A One Man Hunter S. Thompson Show” per-
formed at Spirit Square by Jimmy Cartee      below: Citizens of the Universe “O’ Brother!” 

perfomed at a two week pop-up theater at NoDa Brewing Company’s NorthEnd location.



You Can Join the NoDa NBA Board 
Elections Open This October
by NoDa News Staff

The NoDa Neighborhood & Business Association is “the voice of the arts district.” It’s the com-
munity organization that advocates with the City of Charlotte when we have opinions about 
rezonings and developments, traffic calming measures and pedestrian safety, and entertainment 
district issues like noise ordinances. 

NoDa NBA is also the umbrella organization over several active committees, including:

•	 NoDaRioty – the arts group that coordinates public art installations and hosts All Arts 
Market.

•	 Back in the Day – history enthusiasts who preserve NoDa’s past and offer guided tours 
like October’s Ghosts & Legends Tour.

•	 Greenification – the environmental group that cleans our streets and streams and bands 
trees to prevent cankerworms in the fall.

•	 NoDa Business Council – local business owners working together to promote NoDa 
businesses.

•	 NoDa News – this esteemed publication as well as noda.org and NoDa’s official Face-
book, Twitter, and Instagram sites.

The NoDa NBA Board keeps all of these branches (and more) communicating and working to-
gether. Board members meet once or twice a month and are expected to attend the NoDa NBA 
meeting every first Tuesday of the month. Each Board members acts as a liaison for a commit-
tee, a special task force, or serves an executive position.

This year, six of eleven Board positions are open. We won’t tell you it’s an easy job, but we will tell 
you it’s a way to get involved in the present and future of our ‘hood. Elections will be held at the 
October NoDa NBA meeting. You are eligible to run for a Board position if you have paid your 
dues any time this year and have attended three NoDa NBA meetings in the past 12 months 
(September and October count).

If you have questions or would like to nominate yourself or someone else for a position talk to 
one of the five Board members not up for re-election: Kimberly D’Unger, Rob Ito, Chad Maupin, 
Tony Ross, and Lauren Schalburg.

NoDa News Editor Position Open
by Lauren Schalburg

I’ve been involved with this publication for eight years and have seen it evolve over time into 
something truly amazing. The work has always been rewarding, so it is bittersweet to announce my 
resignation as NoDa News managing editor at the end of the year.

The NoDa Board has asked me to find and train my replacement asap, and I hope that someone 
out there reading the News cover-to-cover will stumble on this request and be drawn to the task 
as I once was. There are three issues left this year, which is plenty of time for a complete knowledge 
transfer.

Currently, my role as editor includes content gathering and producing, copyediting (with the help 
of Tony Ross), ordering and paying the printer, delivery coordination, ads sales, ads billing, and 
general email. Ideally, these tasks could be distributed among a team of two or three people.

So, if you are organized, NoDa-passionate, grammar-conscious, and find stories around every cor-
ner, I would love to talk with you. Even if you are not completely sure, let’s get your questions an-
swered sooner rather than later. Email me: news@noda.org or give me a call 704-995-5219.

August AMOM: Wayne Harden
by the NoDa NBA Board

This month’s association member of the month is Wayne Harden. Wayne strives to keep our 
neighborhood beautiful and clean by being an active member of the Greenification Committee, 
including faithfully helping us band trees each fall to curb the spread of cankerworms. He was 
the man who organized the effort to have “Drains to Stream” stickers placed on all the gutters 
around our neighborhood. Impressively, Wayne has never missed a Greenification clean-up since 
he started helping us out in 2009! 

If you see Wayne around the neighborhood, let him know that you appreciate his volunteer ef-
forts. If you know of anyone who should be recognized for their service to the community, please 
nominate them by writing us at news@noda.org.
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NoDa N’hood Association 
meets at The Evening Muse



Butteroni’s Emporium 
and Fairy Forest

by Lauren Schalburg

Local artist Christina Welsh is pioneering the way as Area 15 transforms from a collective of ser-
vice-oriented businesses to a retail-friendly hub between Uptown and NoDa. Her new store, But-
teroni’s, is the first door you come to on 15th Street when you turn off of Davidson, and I am sure 
that anyone could find something to delight their senses inside the cozy space.

The store carries original artwork, handcrafted notecards and journals, artisanal jewelry (in-
cluding ones made of Lesney matchbox cars and trucks), natural soaps and deodorants, beard 
and mustache kits, and unique clothing. Christina designed the patterns for Butteroni’s fash-
ion line herself. Favorites include gauchos printed in robots, skirts printed in fortune cookies, 
and apron dresses printed in a vintage camper gingham. The fabric designs were sketched out 
by Christina, graphically interpreted by Scott Partridge, and printed especially for Butteroni’s. 
There are also jumpers made from repurposed men’s shirts and luxuriant scarves printed with art 
by Lori Love.

The “fairy forest” component of the store enchants the imaginative child in all of us. Tiny fairy 
figures and fairy furniture and fairy settings are available for purchase, if you’d like to craft your 
own fairy forest. Or simply choose an impossibly tiny bottle of fairy dust for just $1.50. Butteroni’s 
offers birthday parties for children in the truly magical fairy room in the belly of the store. As you 
step down the stairs and enter through the heavy wooden door, you are transported from urban 
Charlotte into a world lit by fairy lights, inviting you to play and create.

Christina has decorated Area 15’s patio area facing Davidson Street in her edgy and whimsical 
style. The space can comfortably accommodate crowds during special events. Butteroni’s first 
special event will be an art fair and celebration of the fall equinox on Thursday, September 22, 
from 7 to 9 pm. 

Find more information on facebook.com/Bu11eronis, Instagram @butteronis, call 704-609-4070, 
or just stop in at 516 E 15th Street, Tuesdays – Sundays.

Area 15: Do You Pokemon Go?
by David Ruch, MA

Do you play Pokemom Go? Do you find enjoyment in this somewhat barren sci-fi desert hunting 
down bizarre creatures? How does one get turned on, or for that matter how does one protect 
themselves from this Pokemon virus that Niantic and its partners Google and Nintendo have 
created? 

The numbers on all accounts are staggering. According to DMR, a marketing and research web-
site, the game has 20 million active users across 30 countries and growing. Revenue to date 
is roughly $200 million and adding $10 million daily. It took only 19 days to amass 50 million 
downloads and pushed Nintendo’s market value $9 billion dollars in the first 5 days. Nintendo 
released a letter clarifying that their share is only a small percentage of the profits, and so the 
company’s market value has been corrected some. Still, since it was launched this past July, it took 
Pokemon Go just 13 days to become the highest grossing app.

One blog article noted that adults have this fever as much as kids. One man quit his job so he 
could commit himself full time to having “a wild adventure.” Really! Granted it is cheaper than 
going on an actual adventure, but I think if I could afford to quit my job I would be eagerly looking 
for a more fulfilling adventure than that of finding cartoonish animals with my mobile phone four 
inches from my face.

So how do we explain the attraction to something that seems so unproductive? Is it the challenge 
it creates? I understand there are over 151 unique creatures to find. Is it because the game is 
accessible in any moment? Is it because it allows the user to forget reality and, in a sense, gives 
permission to ignore everything else? In some ways it is like people who always wear headsets. 
They are screaming to the world: Don’t talk to me! Probably the same permission my generation 
used to get when we engrossed ourselves in a book.

I totally understand wanting to escape the real world with its 24-hour news cycle reminding me 
all that is going wrong. Who wouldn’t want to get lost in a more controlled world when the actual 
world we live in seems so chaotic and frightening? I’m sure for some it is an innocent way to relieve 
stress and is easily turned off when it has done just that. VR (virtual reality) or AR (augmented 
reality) is still technology in its infancy. I can’t wait to see how it translates into real time solutions 
as we move forward.

This past weekend, my wife and I were walking the greenway in Uptown and saw a number of 
“Pokemon-ers” with and without their parents walking the path while staring at their phones 
eager to nab some of those little creatures. We also passed three homeless people sleeping on the 
benches along the path, and I thought to myself how cool it would be if gamers and VR compa-
nies could create games that would actually impact our here-and-now realities with solutions that 
make a difference. How many homeless people can you find this weekend? Each one you identify 
gets a hot meal and a place to sleep. How many smiles did you notice or create by choosing to 
make eye contact and greet others? In others words, what impact can you have on people you 
meet today if you put your phone away and actually engage with them in reality? What new reality 
can I create in time and space by my intentions and focus? It’s this kind of creative genius that can 
touch lives and grow movements.

Ok, so what does that have to do with Area 15? For one, Area 15 is an organic business hub 
where many of us play our own version of Pokemon Go. On a regular basis we are looking to find 
game changer opportunities, meet new people, and start movements. We hunt down new genius 
ideas and creative endeavors as if they were flying Dragononites or lazy Snorlax. Secondly, it’s 
our mindset. We are small business owners and entrepreneurs who wake up each day to wrestle 
with present realities in order to create new realities. We are determined to look past “what is” in 
order to see what “might be.” Our passion is seeing the invisible, hearing the inaudible, and doing 
the impossible. While we live in a manifested world of people and things, activity and ideas, there 
is a whole other world which we are creating by seeing, hearing, and doing what others don’t. 
What we see in the real world becomes the raw material for creating a new and better world for 
ourselves and others. Come by and see what I mean. As always, we love to engage with you.

Call or email me at coachruch@gmail.com or my mobile 847-532-4061. Let me know what you 
think and what’s on your mind.
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SEPTEMBER
Saturdays:

NoDa Farmer’s Market, 8am-noon
Eclectic Marketplace

Sundays:
Live Music @ Free Range Brewing

Mondays:
NoDa 16” Softball @ N Charlotte Park

Open Mic @ The Evening Muse
Tuesdays:

Bingo @ Hattie’s
Wednesdays:

Trivia @ Revolution Ale House
NoDa Brewing Run Club

Thursdays:
Spoken Word @ UpStage

Sept 1: Tommy Womack @ Evening Muse
Sept 2: Stephane Wrembel @ Evening Muse
Sept 2: Improv Charlotte Comedy @ UpStage
Sept 3: Broadcast Safe @ Evening Muse
Sept 3: Carolina Classic II @ Neighborhood Theatre
Sept 4: Chrome Pony & Buffalo Rodeo 
 @ Evening Muse
Sept 6: Foreplay: erotic storytelling open mic  
 @ UpStage
Sept 6: Leopold and His Fiction @ Evening Muse
Sept 6: NoDa NBA meeting    
 @ Evening Muse, 6:30pm
Sept 7: All Organic Comedy Show   
 @ Evening Muse
Sept 8: Jeffrey Foucault @ Evening Muse
Sept 8: Ron Pope @ Neighborhood Theatre
Sept 9: Hestina @ Evening Muse
Sept 9: JAE the Artist @ UpStage 
Sept 9: Time Sawyer with Sinners & Saints  
 @ Neighborhood Theatre
Sept 10: Seth Walker Band @ Evening Muse
Sept 10: Dinosaur Jr. @ Neighborhood Theatre
Sept 11: High Ridge Pickers, then Michael  
 Chapdelaine @ Evening Muse
Sept 12: Frightened Rabbit    
 @ Neighborhood Theatre
Sept 13: Anna Rose @ Evening Muse
Sept 14: The Tosco House Party @ Evening Muse
Sept 15: Dropin Pickup @ Evening Muse
Sept 15: Whitey Morgan & Cody Jinks 
 @ Neighborhood Theatre
Sept 16: Malcolm Holcombe @ Evening Muse
Sept 16: Watsky-xInfinity Tour 
 @ Neighborhood Theatre
Sept 17: 10 String Symphony @ Evening Muse
Sept 17: Corinne Bailey Rae @ Neighborhood Theatre
Sept 17: Greenification Adopt-A-Street 
                 Litter Pick-Up meet @ Smelly Cat, 10am
Sept 18: Arc Iris @ Evening Muse
Sept 21: Blank Range @ Evening Muse
Sept 21: Built To Spill @ Neighborhood Theatre
Sept 22: Gal Friday @ Evening Muse
Sept 22: Equinox Art Celebration @ Butteroni’s
Sept 24: Raqs Synister: classic horror bellydance  
 @ UpStage
Sept 24: Robbie Fulks @ Evening Muse
Sept 24: Stand Against HB2 - Musicians  
      United For EqualityNC @ Neighborhood Theatre
Sept 25: Sean Hayes @ Evening Muse
Sept 26: Tiger Army @ Neighborhood Theatre
Sept 28: Lettuce @ Neighborhood Theatre
Sept 28: Vanladylove @ Evening Muse
Sept 29: Hot Buttered Rum    
 @ Neighborhood Theatre
Sept 29: Jim Lauderdale @ Evening Muse
Sept 29: NoDa Drinks & Thinks about:
  Pop Music @ Evening Muse
Sept 30: Carrie Rodriguez @ Evening Muse

  September 6th:      
 NoDa NBA Meeting
Get involved in your neighborhood association. 
Homeowners, renters, apartment managers, 
business owners, and employees are all wel-
come. Join us to stay informed about the cur-
rent changes and opportunities hitting NoDa. 
Get involved and make an impact. Stick around, 
meet your neighbors, have a beer, make new 
friends!

If you missed the August meeting, you missed 
presentations about City of Refuge Church’s 
school supply drive, potential traffic calming 
measures for The Plaza, the AC&W Railroad 
relocation, a carwash rezoning request on 
The Plaza, an apartment rezoning request on 
Philemon Avenue, NoDa NBA’s blanket rede-
velopment letter to the City of Charlotte, and 
our featured committee: NoDaRioty!

So don’t miss September’s topics: updates on 
the Cross-Charlotte Trail, votes on the Car-
wash and Philemon rezonings, a guest CMPD 
officer, a film presentation by 100 Gardens, 
our featured committee: NoDa News! … and 
much more.

Dinosaur Jr. w/ Cloud Nothings 
@ Neighborhood Theatre. Saturday September 10, 8pm

Alternative stalwarts, Dinosaur Jr. have always 
played the game their own way. Maybe that’s 
why they continue to be relevant and loved 
while so many other 90’s-Alternative bands are 
relegated to novelty. Hailing from the Western 
Massachusetts town of Amherst, this small 
liberal city nurtured their talent alongside the 
likes of Sonic Youth and Speedy Ortiz. Expect a 
wall of amplifiers; Dinosaur Jr. certainly hasn’t 
turned down or softened up. Cloud Nothings’ 
sound evokes a punk rock Beatles in a way!

Greenification Adopt-a-
Stream Clean-Up

@ Smelly Cat, 10am
NoDa residents and volun-
teers give back to our com-
munity in many ways. The 
NoDa Greenification commit-
tee organizes quarterly volun-

teer litter clean up events as part of the Adopt-
A-Street program. 

It’s a dirty job, but someone’s gotta do it. And 
this group makes it fun. Gloves, trash bags, trash 
grabbers, and even brooms and dustpans for 
sweeping up cigarette butts will be provided. 
After just an hour or two, join your neighbors 
for lunch and laughter (and a complimentary 
drink) at one of our local restaurants.
Can’t make this one? You can always help out 
our neighborhood by being proactive with rub-
bish and litter. And don’t forget that you don’t 
have to ignore issues you notice around NoDa. 
You can call Charmeck 311 for service anytime!


